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Abstract
Resource provisioning is one of the main challenges
in resource sharing environments such as InterGrid.
Recently, many resource management systems in resource sharing environments use lease abstraction and
virtual machines for provisioning. In resource sharing environments resource providers serve requests
from external (grid) users along with their own local users. The problem arises when there is not sufficient resources for local users, which have higher priority than grid users, and need resources urgently.
This problem could be solved by preempting leases
from grid users and allocating them to the local users.
However, preempting leases entails determining which
lease(s) are better choices to be preempted and what
should be done with the preempted leases. To answer
these questions, in this work, we propose different request types in the InterGrid environment. Then, we
propose and compare several policies that determine
the proper set of lease(s) for preemption. The first
policy increases resource utilization as a system centric criterion. The second policy improves user satisfaction by decreasing the number of preempted leases.
The third policy makes a trade-off between resource
utilization and the number of lease preemption. Simulation results demonstrate that the proposed preemption policies serve up to 72% more local requests
without increasing the rejection ratio of grid requests.

over the resources from several RPs inside a Grid are
delegated to the InterGrid Gateway (IGG). IGGs coordinate resource allocation for requests through predefined contracts between Grids (De Assunção et al.
2008). On the other hand, local users send their requests directly to the local scheduler of the RP.
Hence, resource provisioning in InterGrid is done
for two different types of users, namely: local users
and external (grid) users. As illustrated in Figure 1,
local users (hereafter termed local request), refer to
users who ask their local RP for resources. Grid users
(hereafter termed grid request) are those users who
send their requests to the IGG to get access to larger
amount of resources. Typically, for an RP local requests have more priority than grid requests (Chase
et al. 2003). However, removing the contention between the local request and grid request is challenging. In other words, the organization that owns the
resources would like to ensure that its community has
priority access to the resources. In this circumstance,
grid requests are welcome to use resources if they are
available. Nonetheless, grid requests should not delay
the execution of local requests.
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Introduction

Managing and providing computational resources for
user applications is one of the challenges in the high
performance computing community. Resource sharing environments enable sharing, selection, and aggregation of different resources across several Resource
Providers (RP), which are also called sites, and usually scattered over a geographical region. These RPs
are connected through high bandwidth network connections. Nowadays, heavy computational requirements, mostly from scientific communities, are supplied by these RPs, such as Grid 5000 in France and
DAS-2 in the Netherlands.
InterGrid (De Assunção et al. 2008), provides an
architecture and policies for inter-connecting different
Grids. As shown in Figure 1, in InterGrid computational resources in each RP are shared between grid
users as well as local users. The provisioning rights
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Figure 1: A scenario that shows the contention between local and grid requests in InterGrid.
In InterGrid the resource provisioning is based
on the lease abstraction. A lease is an agreement
between resource provider and resource consumer
whereby the provider agrees to allocate resources to
the consumer according to the lease terms presented
by the consumer (Sotomayor et al. 2008, 2009). Virtual Machine (VM) technology is a way to implement
lease-based resource provisioning (Sotomayor et al.
2009). The capabilities of VMs in getting suspended,
resumed, stopped, or even migrated (when there is
enough bandwidth) have been extensively studied and
have shown to be useful in resource provisioning without major utilization loss (Chase et al. 2003, Sotomayor et al. 2008, Zhao & Figueiredo 2007). InterGrid makes one lease for each user VM request.
In this paper, we solve the problem of contention
between local and grid requests in InterGrid. Given
the fact that local requests have more priority rather
than local requests we preempt grid leases in favor

of local requests. More specifically, we propose three
policies to determine an appropriate set of leases for
preemption. Finally, we make an appropriate decision
for the preempted lease.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows: In
Section 2, the problem we are investigating is discussed, then in Section 3 related research works are
introduced. Proposed policies are described in Section 4 and detailed evaluations are mentioned in Section 5. Finally, conclusion and future works are provided in Section 6.
2

1. How to make lease preemption possible and what
are the potential decisions for preempted leases?
2. Which candidate set is a better choice for preemption? (Preemption policy)
3. We evaluate the impact of the proposed policies
upon key performance metrics in a simulation
environment.
Formal definition of the problem can be stated as
follows:
• Li : Lease i.

Problem Statement

As mentioned earlier, local requests have higher priority than grid requests in InterGrid. The problem we
are dealing with in this paper is resource provisioning
for local requests when existing resources have been
allocated to grid requests and the rest of resources are
not adequate to serve the local requests. In this situation, one solution is to preempt some of the leases
allocated to grid users. However, there are some challenges in preempting leases.
The first challenge is that there are some restrictions in preempting leases. In fact, one difference between job-based resource provisioning and lease-based
resource provisioning is that jobs can be preempted
without notifying the user (job owner). Nevertheless,
this is not the case for leases (Grit et al. 2007). Therefore, the first challenge is coming up with regulations
in the lease terms to make lease preemption possible.
Moreover, making a proper decision for a preempted lease, given the characteristics of a resource
sharing environment such as InterGrid, is challenging.
Since lease preemption has some side-effects, the
second challenge we consider is how to minimize
these side-effects. These side-effects and the challenge
ahead are discussed over the next paragraphs.
In the case of job-based resource provisioning,
many distributed systems do not provide the ability
of preempting jobs (Snell et al. 2002). This is mainly
because the operating system has to provide the security of not accessing files and data of the preempted
processes. Additionally, since the operating systems
mostly do not provide the checkpointing facilities, the
preempted jobs have to be killed, which is a waste
of resources (Snell et al. 2002). These problems are
obviated by leveraging VMs in lease-based resource
provisioning (Sotomayor et al. 2008). However, preempting leases and subsequently VMs is not free of
cost and imposes time overhead to the system which
is one of the side-effects of preemption.
Since the next time-slots are already reserved for
other requests, preempting leases and allocating to
new requests can potentially affect these reservations.
Re-scheduling preempted leases and affected reservations are also side-effects of preempting leases. Preempting leases also makes grid users wait for a longer
time to get their leases completed.
By getting lease preemption possible in an RP,
there is a possibility that several leases have to be
preempted to make sufficient vacant resources for a
local request. Therefore, there are potentially several
sets of candidate leases that can be preempted. In
this paper each set of the candidate leases is termed
a Candidate Set. However, selecting different candidate sets affects the amount of imposed overhead as
well as the number of grid users who get affected by
preemption.
These issues bring another challenge into the picture. The challenge is choosing the optimal candidate
set for preemption in a way that minimizes the sideeffects of preempting leases.
In summary, there are two main challenges ahead:

• Rj : Local request j
• τ (Li ) ∈ {gridCancelable, gridSuspendable,
gridM igratable, gridN onP reemptable,
localN onP reemptable}
• v(xi ): Number of VMs in the lease/request i.
• h(Li ): Overhead of preempting lease i.
• p(Li ): Category of lease i (local or grid) and
defined as follows:

1 if grid request
p(Li ) = 0 if local request
According to the above definitions, candidate set m
for allocating request Rj can be presented as follows:
Cm : {∀Li | p(Li ) = 1 & v(Rj ) ≤

Nm
X

v(Li )}

(1)

i=1

where Nm is the number of leases involved in candidate set Cm . If there are S candidate sets, then all
candidate sets can be peresented as:
A : {Cm | 0 ≤ m ≤ S − 1}

(2)

Finally, a preemption policy can be presented as a
function that selects an appropriate candidate set out
of all candidate sets (i.e., policy(A) = Cm ).
We believe that in an RP with many nodes and
requests, selecting a proper candidate set for preemption is crucial and leads to significant reduction
in preemption overhead time and increases user satisfaction. Although the problem we are investigating in this paper is in InterGrid context, it could be
also applied to other lease-based Grid/Cloud resource
providers where requests with higher priority (such as
local or organisational requests) coexist with other requests.
3

Related Work

Although preemption was not extensively studied in
distributed computing previously (Snell et al. 2002),
recently many researches have been undertaken in the
area.
Haizea (Sotomayor et al. 2008) is a lease scheduler
which schedules advanced reservation and best effort
leases. Haizea preempts best effort leases in favor of
advance reservation requests. In case of preempting a
lease, Haizea just considers the preemptability of the
lease. In other words, when there are several candidate sets to be preempted, Haizea does not have any
specific policy to determine which candidate set is a
better choice for preemption. In contrast, we propose
and compare policies that determine which candidate
set is a better choice for preemption. In Haizea, preempted leases are suspended and put in the queue to

be resumed in another available time-slot later. However, we consider a diversity of leases (Cancelable,
Suspendable, Migratable, and non-preemptable) that
gives the scheduler more options than just suspending the lease. Sotomayor et al. (Sotomayor et al.
2008, 2009) have directly mentioned that lease requests should be categorized and decided based on
user-provided priorities. Therefore, our work can be
considered as complementary for the research undertaken by Sotomayor et al..
In another research undertaken by Sotomayor et
al. (Sotomayor et al. 2009), the overhead time imposed by preempting a lease (suspending and resuming a VM) is estimated. We use the same model
to consider the overhead in our evaluations. This
overhead should be taken into consideration in lease
scheduling where some leases should be preempted in
favor of other requests. The proposed model is based
on the amount of memory that should be de-allocated,
number of VMs mapped to each physical node, local
or global memory used for allocating VMs, and the
delay related to commands being enacted. In evaluation of the proposed preempting policies, we consider
the overhead involved in preempting leases based on
this model.
Walters et al. (Walters et al. 2008) introduced a
preemption-based scheduling policy for batch and interactive jobs inside a cluster. In this work batch
jobs are preempted in favor of interactive jobs. The
authors introduce different challenges in preempting
jobs including selecting a proper job to be preempted,
how to checkpoint the preempted job, how to provision VMs, and how to resume the preempted job.
Their preemption policy is based on weighted summation of several factors such as the time spent in
the queue.
One difference of our work with Walters et al. is
that our preemption policy is based on lease based resource provisioning, while Walter’s research is based
on job. Moreover, Walters et al. do not consider the
circumstance that several jobs should be preempted
to make room for the higher priority jobs. Another
difference is that Walters et al. do not consider the
impact of preemption on reservations in the queue.
By contrast, our work considers both the running
leases as well as reservations in the queue.
Kettimuthu et al. (Kettimuthu et al. 2005) focused
on the impact of preempting parallel jobs in supercomputers for improving the average and worst case
slow down of jobs. The authors also suggested a preemption policy, which is called Selective Suspension,
where an idle job can preempt a running job if the
suspension factor is adequately more than running
job.
However, the authors do not specify which job
should be preempted instead they decide when to do
the preemption. The proposed policy is starvation
free since it operates based on the response ratio of
jobs.
Isard et al. (Isard et al. 2009) investigate the problem of optimal scheduling for data intensive applications such as Map-Reduce (Isard et al. 2009) on
the clusters that computing and storage resources are
close together. This work provides an example of
Cancelable leases that can be terminated without any
notification to the job owner. Achieving the optimal
resource allocation, they propose a scheduling policy
that preempts the currently running job in order to
maintain data locality for a new job. Although the
scheduling policy is based on job preemption, the authors do not discuss which job is selected to be preempted amongst several candidates.
Snell et al. (Snell et al. 2002) consider the impact
of preemption on backfilling scheduling. They provide policies to select the set of jobs for preemption

in a way that the jobs with higher priority jobs are
satisfied and at the same time the utilization of resources increase. In this work the preempted job is
restarted and rescheduled in the next available timeslot. Our work is different with Snell et al. from
several aspects. Firstly, since we consider lease based
resource provisioning, there are more choices for the
preempted lease (such as suspended, migrated, etc).
Secondly, Snell et al. recognize the best set of running
jobs for preemption. However, in our contribution the
preemption policy considers the best candidate set as
well as the impact of preempting on the reservations
made for the leases in the queue. The third difference
is that Snell et al. does not consider the overhead
of preempting jobs. In fact, by killing the preempted
jobs they reduced the overhead to zero. Nonetheless,
the computational power is wasted in that case.
4

Proposed Solution

4.1

Introducing Different Lease Types

To tackle challenges mentioned in Section 2, we
should first make the preemption possible in lease
terms agreed between resource provider and consumer. For that purpose, we introduce different request types in InterGrid. After reservation is done
for a request, the “request type” is mapped to “lease
type”.
At the moment, a request issued by a user in InterGrid is composed of the following characteristics:
• Virtual Machine (VM) name needed by the user.
• Number of VMs needed.
• Ready time: the time that requested VMs should
be ready.
• Wall time: duration of the lease.
• Deadline: the time that serving the request must
be finished.
We extend the InterGrid request by adding the “request type” to it.
Considering the characteristics of a resource sharing environment, proposed request (lease) types give
more choices to the scheduler rather than just suspending and rescheduling the preempted leases (Sotomayor et al. 2008). Based on the lease type, the
scheduler determines how to schedule the lease and
what to be done with a preempted lease.
Different request types we consider for requests
in InterGrid are broadly classified as best effort and
deadline constraint requests. More details of different
request types are as follows:
• Best Effort-Cancelable: these requests can be
scheduled at any time after their ready time.
Leases of such type can be canceled without notifying the lease owner. Cancelable leases neither
guarantee the deadline nor the wall time of the
lease. Such leases are suitable for map-reducelike requests (Isard et al. 2009). Spot instances in
Amazon EC21 are also another example of Cancelable leases. Cancelable leases impose the minimum overhead time at the time of preemption.
This overhead is related to the time needed to
terminate VMs allocated to the lease.
• Best Effort-Suspendable: leases of this type can
be suspended at any time but should be resumed
later. This type of lease guarantees the wall
time of the lease but not in a specific deadline.
1
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Suspendable leases are flexible in start time and
they can be scheduled at any time after their
ready time. In the case of preemption, these
leases should be rescheduled to find another free
time-slot for the remainder of their execution.
The overhead time of preempting a Suspendable
lease is sum of the time needed to suspend a
VM, reschedule the lease, and resume it later.
Suspendable leases are suitable for Bag-of-task
(BOT) and Parameter Sweep type of applications (Buyya et al. 2005).
• Restartable (Redirectable): In this case the preempted lease can be canceled and restarted in another Grid later on. In InterGrid IGGs can redirect requests to other Grids through peering adjustments (De Assunção et al. 2008). Restartable
requests can be either best-effort or deadlineconstraint. In the former case, the wall time of
the request and in the latter both wall time and
deadline of grid request is gauranteed. However,
we do not consider this type of grid leases in our
preemption policies and leave this choice for the
future work.
• Deadline Constraint-Migratable: These leases
guarantee both the wall time and deadline of the
lease. However, there is no guarantee that they
will be run on a specific resource(s). In other
words, there is always a chance for the lease to
be preempted but it will be resumed and finished
before its deadline, either on the same resource
or on another resource. Nonetheless, migrating
VMs involves VM transferring overhead. One solution to mitigate this overhead is migrating to
another RP inside the same Grid of InterGrid
which has a high bandwidth connection. Multiple reservation is also a conceivable strategy to
serve such kind of leases (Sotomayor et al. 2008).
We leave the details of migration issues involved
as a future work. Migratable requests are needed
by steerable applications (Costanzo et al. 2009).
In these applications, which are already implemented in InterGrid, the workload can be migrated to more powerful sites to meet user constraints such as deadline (Costanzo et al. 2009).
• Deadline Constraint-Non-Preemptable:
The
leases associated with such requests cannot be
preempted at all. These leases guarantee both
deadline and wall time without being preempted
during the lease. This type of lease is useful for
critical tasks in workflows where some tasks have
to start and finish at exact times to prevent delaying the execution of the workflow (Kwok &
Ahmad 1996).
We assume that local requests are all deadline constraint non-preemptable. However, grid users can
send all request types mentioned above. Different
lease types correspond to different prices. Thus, users
are motivated to associate their requests to different
request types. Unarguably, the more flexible request
type the less expensive the lease. However, we leave
the market-oriented implications of the lease-based
scheduling as a future work.
4.2

Preemption Policies

In this section we discuss policies for choosing the
best candidate set for preemption.
As mentioned earlier, the scheduler in this system
faces with two types of requests: grid requests and
local requests.
If the scheduler receives a non-preemptable or Migratable grid request, the scheduler must determine

whether there are adequate free resources available
for the requested wall time from the requested start
time. If the request is found not to be possible, it will
be rejected. Nonetheless, there is more flexibility for
Suspendable and Cancelable requests. In fact, since
such requests are not restricted to any specific deadline, the scheduler tries to find a vacant place for the
requested wall time in any available time-slot.
If the scheduler cannot find any vacant resource for
a local request, then the scheduler tries to make room
for the local request by preempting the Suspendable,
Cancelable, and/or Migratable leases that coincide
with the local request’s needed interval. Thus, leases
that their preemption makes enough space for the local request are selected and form all candidate sets.
Each candidate set contains a set of leases that their
preemption makes enough space for an incoming local request. However, if resources are occupied by
non-preemptable grid leases or leases from other local requests, then the local request inevitably gets
rejected. Preemption policy in this situation determines the proper candidate set for preemption.
Choosing different candidate sets affects the number of VMs to be preempted, which turns out to
present different time overheads. On the other hand,
selecting different candidate sets leads to a different
number of leases to be preempted, which adds more
waiting time and, consequently, more grid user dissatisfaction.
We propose three preemption policies that result
in different candidate sets to be preempted. They
lead to a different amount of time overhead and a different number of leases to get preempted. One policy focuses on system centric criteria by trying to increase resource utilization. The second policy focuses
on user centric criteria and tries to preempt fewer
leases to make more user satisfaction. The third policy makes a trade-off between resource utilization and
user satisfaction.
4.2.1

Minimum Overhead Policy (MOV)

As a system centric policy, this policy aims at maximizing resource utilization. Therefore, this policy
tries to minimize the time overhead imposed to the
underlying system by preempting a candidate set that
leads to the minimum overhead. For this purpose the
total overhead imposed to the system by each candidate set is calculated and a set with minimum overhead is selected. According to the notation we defined
in Section 2, MOV policy can be presented based on
Equation 3.
S−1

M OV (A) = min{h(Cm )}
m=0

(3)

The overhead time imposed by each candidate set
varies based on the type of leases involved in that
candidate set (Sotomayor et al. 2009). For Cancelable
leases the overhead is the time needed to terminate
the lease and shut down its VM(s). This time is usually much lower than the time needed for Suspending
or Migrating leases (Sotomayor et al. 2009).
The overhead imposed by preempting a Suspendable lease includes the time needed to suspend and resume VM(s) plus a time for re-scheduling the remaining time of the lease. The estimation of these times
has been carried out by Sotomayor et al. (Sotomayor
et al. 2009). We use the same method to work out
the overhead time imposed by preempting Suspendable leases. Therefore, the overhead of suspension is
ts = mem
and resumption time is tr = mem
s
r . Where
mem is the amount of VM memory, s is the rate of
suspending megabytes of VM memory per second,

and r is the rate of re-allocating megabytes of VM
memory per second (Sotomayor et al. 2009). Preempting a Migratable lease enforces VM(s) transferring overhead in addition to the overheads mentioned
for Suspendable leases (Zhao & Figueiredo 2007).
Since we consider a global file system, if there are
several VMs in a lease (i.e., K ), then the preemption
overhead time is multiplied by K (Sotomayor et al.
2009).
4.2.2

Minimum
(MLIP)

Leases

Involved

Policy

Users do not like that their leases get affected by
preemption. In fact, preempting leases makes longer
waiting times for Suspendable and Migratable leases
to get completed. In the case of Cancelable leases,
preempting the lease results in terminating the lease.
Therefore, as a user centric policy, MLIP tries to satisfy more users by preempting fewer leases.
In this policy a candidate set that contains minimum number of leases is selected from all the candidate sets. MLIP disregards the type of leases involved
in a candidate set during decision making. Based on
the notation introduced in Section 2, MLIP can be
presented according to Equation 4.

α → ∞, then MOML behaves the same as MLIP. On
the other hand, if α → 0, then MOML behaves the
same as MOV. Thus, to keep the trade-off between
MOV and MLIP, we consider α as the median value
of the overheads (lines 1, 2, and 4 in Algorithm 1).
By choosing α = median we ensure that just half
of the candidate sets that have lower overheads are
considered in the second step for having a minimum
number of leases.
Algorithm 1: MOML Preemption Policy.
Input: Candidate Sets
Output: Selected Candidate Set
1 foreach candidateSet ∈ Candidate Sets do
2
Overheads.Add(getOverhead(candidateSet));
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11

min ← ∞;
α ← getMedian(Overheads);
foreach candidateSet ∈ Candidate Sets do
ovhd ← getOverhead(candidateSet);
N oLeases ← Cardinality(candidateSet);
if ovhd ≤ α then
if N oLeases < min then
selected ← candidateSet;
min ← N oLeases;

S−1

M LIP (A) = min{|Cm |}

(4)

m=0

where |Cm | gives the number of leases involved (cardinality) in each candidate set Cm .
4.2.3

Minimum Overhead Minimum Lease
Policy (MOML)

The two proposed policies mentioned earlier aim to
either improve resource utilization (as a system centric criterion) or minimize the number of preempted
leases (as a user centric criteria). However, in MOML
we propose an approach that can fulfill both system
and user centric criteria at the same time. This policy is depicted in Figure 2 and elaborated in Algorithm 1. In fact, MOML is a balance between MOV,
which minimizes the imposed overhead, and MLIP,
which attempts to minimize the number of requests
affected by preemption.
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Figure 2: Pre-selection and final selection steps of
MOML policy.
According to Figure 2 and Algorithm 1, in MOML
the selection of a candidate set is carried out in two
steps. In the first step (pre-selection) all candidate
sets which have a total overhead less than a certain threshold (α) are pre-selected for the second step
(lines 5 to 8 in Algorithm 1). The first step increases
the tolerance of acceptable overhead in comparing
with MOV. In the second step, to have fewer leases
affected, a candidate set that contains minimum number of leases is selected(lines 9 to 11 in Algorithm 1).
Selecting a proper value for α determines the behaviour of MOML policy. More specifically, if the
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Performance Evaluation

In this section we discuss different performance metrics considered, the scenario in which the experiments
are carried out, and experimental results obtained
from simulation.
5.1

Performance Metrics

Introducing different types of leases along with preemption policy are expected to affect different parameters, which are described over the next subsections.
5.1.1

Local and Grid Request Rejection Rate

The initial goal of this research is serving more local requests by preempting resources from grid leases.
Therefore, as a result of our research, it is interesting for us to find out how efficient these preemption
policies are in terms of serving more local requests.
The “local request rejection rate” is the fraction of
local requests which are rejected, possibly because of
allocating resources to non-preemptable grid requests
or other local requests.
Additionally, we are interested to see if decreasing
local request rejection rate comes with the cost of
rejecting more grid requests. Grid Request Rejection
Rate describes this metric and shows the percentage
of grid requests that are rejected. The ideal case is
that local request rejection rate is reduced without
increasing the grid request rejection rate.
5.1.2

Resource Utilization

Time overhead is a side-effect of preempting leases
that results in resource under-utilization. Therefore,
we are interested to see how different preemption policies affect the resource utilization.
Resource utilization is defined according to the
Equation 5.
U tilization =

computationT ime
∗ 100
totalT ime

(5)

Table 1: Detailed specifications of the generated workloads. |BE| stands for the number of best effort grid
requests, |DC| stands for the number of deadline constraint grid requests, and |Local| stands for the number
of local request.
Modified Parameter
Average No. VMs

Distribution
Two-stage uniform

No. BE Requests

Uniform

No. DC Requests

Uniform

No. Local Requests

Uniform

• different number of deadline constraint grid
requests (including Migratable and NonPreemptable).

Where:
computationT ime =

|λ|
X

v(li )· d(li )

(6)

i=1

Where |λ| is the number of leases, v(li ) is the number
of VMs in lease li , d(li ) is the wall time of lease li .
5.1.3

Number of Lease Preemption

Preempting grid leases has different impacts on different lease types. For Suspendable and Migratable leases, preemption leads to increasing completion time. For Cancelable leases preemption results
in terminating that lease. Since users of different lease
types have distinct expectation from the system, it is
not easy to propose a common criterion to measure
user satisfaction. For instance, owners of Migratable
leases expect to get their accepted and meet the deadline while owners of Suspendable leases like to have
short waiting times. Nonetheless, in all types of leases
grid users suffer from lease preemption. Therefore, to
have a generic metric to measure the user satisfaction,
we are interested to see the total number of preemptions resulted by different policies.
5.2

Other Constant Parameters
|BE|
=1000,
|DC|
=1000,
|Local| =1000
Average No. VMs=4, |DC| = 2000 −
|BE|, |Local| =1000
Average No. VMs=4, |BE| = 2000 −
|DC|, |Local| =330
Average No. VMs=4, |BE| = |DC| =
(totalRequest − local)/2

Experimental Setup

We used a discrete event simulator to evaluate
the performance of the preemption policies. These
preemption policies are implemented in the context of InterGrid. In the experiments conducted,
Lublin99 (Lublin & Feitelson 2001) has been configured to generate 3000 parallel jobs.
Lublin99 is the workload model based on the San
Diego Super Computer (SDSC) Blue Horizon machine. Job traces collected from this supercomputer
are publicly available and have been studied extensively in the past.
We consider a cluster with 32 nodes as an RP. We
assume all nodes of the RP as single core with one
VM. The maximum number of VM(s) in generated
requests is also 32.
We consider each VM of 1024 MB and a 100
Mbps network bandwidth. Hence, according to Section 4.2.1, in our experiments, suspension time (ts )
and resumption time (tr ) are 161 and 126 seconds respectively. The time overhead for migrating a VM
with similar configuration is 160 seconds (Zhao &
Figueiredo 2007).
We intend to study the behavior of different policies when they face workloads with different characteristics. More specifically, we study situations where
workloads have:
• different number of VMs needed.
• different number of best effort grid requests (including Cancelable and Suspendable).

• different number of local requests.
Each experiment is carried out on each of these workloads separately. To generate these workloads, we
modify parameters of Lublin99’s model. The way
these workloads are generated and other detailed
specifications of these workloads are described in Table 1.
5.3
5.3.1

Experimental Results
Local and Grid Request Rejection Rate

The primary goal of this paper is to show the impact of preempting grid leases to allocated resources
to local requests. In Table 2, the mean difference of
decrease in local requests rejection rate is reported
along with a 95% confidence interval of the difference. We report the difference between rejection rate
in two situations; First, when no preemption policy is
used and second, when MOML is used as a preemption policy. Since all proposed preemption policies
resulted in similar local and grid rejection rate we
have just reported the result for MOML. We use a
T-test to work out the mean difference between these
two policies. To perform the T-test we have ensured
that the distribution of difference is normal.
According to Table 2, local request rejection
rate has statistically and practically significantly decreased by applying preemption in all cases. More
importantly, this reduction in local request rejection
rate has not been with the cost of rejecting more grid
requests. Based on Table 2, it can be noted that in
all experiments grid request rejection rate does not
change significantly.
Based on this experiment, the maximum decrease
in local request rejection rate occurs when the percentage of best effort grid requests is higher (second
row in Table 2). In this circumstance, more local
requests can be accommodated by preempting these
best effort leases.
5.3.2

Resource Utilization

In this experiment we measure the resources utilization when different preemption policies are applied.
As illustrated in all sub-figures of Figure 3, we explore
the impact of altering workload parameters pointed
out in Table 1 on resource utilization when different
preemption policies are applied.
This experiment indicates that resource utilization
increases almost linearly by increasing the average
number of VMs in requests (Figure 3(a)). Although
preempting best effort leases make some overhead,
we can see in Figure 3(b) that increasing the number
of best effort requests improves resource utilization;

Table 2: Mean difference and 95% confidence interval (CI) of decrease in local requests rejection rate and grid
requests rejection rate as a result of applying preempting leases in an RP of InterGrid.
Modified Parameter
Average No. of VMs
Percentage of BE Grid Requests
Percentage of DC Grid
Requests
Percentage of Local Requests

Mean Decrease in Local Requests Rejection
Rate
55.1%
72.0%

CI of Decrease in Local
Requests Rejection Rate

Change in Grid Requests
Rejection Rate

(47.2,62.9), P-Value<0.001
(51.1,92.8), P-Value=0.001

54.3%

(35.0,73.7), P-Value=0.001

58.2%

(40.3,75.9), P-Value<0.001

Equal
Not statistically significant,
P-Value=0.6
Not statistically significant,
P-Value=0.3
Not statistically significant,
P-Value=0.6
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Figure 3: Resource utilization results from different policies. This experiment was carried out by modifying
(a) the average number of VMs, (b) the percentage of best effort grid requests, (c) the percentage of deadline
constraint grid requests, and (d) the number of local requests.
however, after a certain percent (best effort>20%)
resource utilization does not fluctuate significantly
in different policies. The reason is that, allocating
other (unused) time-slots to the preempted leases result in less resource fragmentation and therefore resource utilization does not decrease by increasing the
percentage of the grids best effort requests.
In Figure 3(c), we can see that resource utilization increases by increasing the percentage of deadline constraint requests in all policies. However, there
is a sharp decrease (from around 45% down to 38%)
when 40% of requests are deadline constraint. In fact,
in this point there are many best effort and deadline constraint requests in the system at the same
time. Hence, more preemption occurs and subsequently more overhead is imposed to the system. We
can conclude that the system would result in minimum utilization when 40% of requests are deadline
constraint and the rest are best effort.
By increasing the number of local requests the
number of preemption and subsequently the amount
of overhead increases. Therefore, as we can see in

Figure 3(d), by increasing the number of local requests, resource utilization decreases almost linearly
in all policies.
In all sub-figures of Figure 3 it can be observed
that MOV result in better utilization comparing with
the other policies. However, in a few points (e.g., 40
in Figure 3(b)), MOV has slightly less utilization than
MOML. This happens mainly because of the resource
fragments that occur at scheduling time which leads
to resource under-utilization. Sub-figures of Figure 3
also demonstrates that resource utilization MOML
lies between MLIP and MOV.
5.3.3

Number of Lease Preemptions

In this experiment we investigate the number of grid
leases that get preempted by applying different preemption policies.
From Figure 4(a) we can infer that, in general,
larger leases (i.e. leases with more number of VMs)
lead to fewer of preemptions. In fact, in this situation
fewer of leases are needed to be preempted to make
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Figure 4: Number of lease preemption resulted from different policies by changing (a) the average number of
VMs, (b) percentage of best effort grid requests, (c) percentage of deadline constraint grid requests, and (d)
the number of local requests.
room for incoming local requests.
Figure 4(b) shows that by increasing the number of best effort grid requests the number of preemptions increases almost linearly. For a lower percentage of best effort grid requests (percentage best
effort<30%), MOML behaves similar to MOV, however, after that point MOML approaches to MLIP.
The reason is that when the number of Suspendable
leases is high, the likelihood of having a candidate set
with minimum number of leases and not large overall
overhead is high. Thus, MOML and MLIP approach
each other.
In Figure 4(c), the number of preemptions does
not vary significantly when the percentage of deadline
constraint grid requests is increased. However, when
the percentage of deadline constraint grid requests exceeds 40% the number of preemptions drops sharply
(from around 1000 to 500). In fact, best effort grid
requests result in an excessive number of preemptions
and therefore, when the proportion of deadline constraint requests increases, the number of preemptions
decrease significantly.
Figure 4(d) demonstrates that the number of preemptions increases by increasing the number of local
requests in all policies almost linearly.
As illustrated in all sub-figures of Figure 4, most
of the time MLIP results in a minimum number of
preemptions and MOML operates between MLIP and
MOV. The only exceptions are in points 7, 8 of Figure 4(a) where MLIP makes more preemptions rather
than MOV and MOML. We believe that on these
points MLIP has preempted some leases which had
short wall times. Therefore, after preemption they are
allocated in a close time-slot and again these leases
are preempted by MLIP.

6

Conclusion and Future Work

In this research we explored how local requests of an
RP can get access to occupied resources in InterGrid.
For this purpose we leveraged preempting grid leases
in favor of local requests. We proposed different types
of leases plus different policies to decide which lease(s)
are better choices for preemption. More specifically,
we investigated three policies for lease preemption.
MOV as a policy that improves system utilization,
MLIP that results in fewer preemption and increasing
user satisfaction, and MOML which makes a trade-off
between resource utilization and user satisfaction.
We observed that preempting leases substantially
decrease the rejection of local requests (up to 72%
with 95% CI:(51.1,92.8)) without increasing grid requests rejection rate. These results are the same for
all proposed preemption policies. We also noticed
that MOV performs better in terms of resource utilization in comparing with other policies. On the
other hand, MLIP is a better policy in the sense that
it preempts fewer leases and therefore causes more
user satisfaction. MOML is a policy which satisfies
both resource utilization and the user at the same
time.
Although the problem we are investigating in this
paper is in InterGrid context, it could be also applied
to other lease-based Grid/Cloud resource providers
where requests with higher priority (such as local or
organisational requests) coexist with other requests.
In the future, we plan to extend the current work
by considering circumstances where there is a dependency between leases. Furthermore, we are interested
in scenarios where local requests are also from different types (e.g. local Suspendable and local Migratable).
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